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This classic baby album with a sumptuous cloth cover makes a beautiful gift for any parent, and a

lovely keepsake for a baby all grown up. Dotted throughout with nostalgic, retro, fun illustrations

from San Francisco-based letterpress company Hello! Lucky, this book is the place to record baby's

firsts, friends, outings, occasions, and more.
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When my book arrived today I couldn't wait to get into it and see what all was included and to see

the Great images I have heard so much about.Let me list the things I loved:1)the vintage-inspired

set up and illustrations, they are simply charming and make you feel like you are filling out a

high-end baby book, without paying a High-end price.2)The included growth chart (I listed a photo in

the customer photos section) I had NO idea that it was going to be a full 3 foot tall chart that I could

hang on my wall! It's adorable.3)It's gender neutral... even though we already know we are having a

baby girl, it was nice to know that it would work EASILY for both.4)It actually has room on seperate

pages for you to put a picture of each month (1 - 12) and a little note about the highlights of the

month. And,5)There is a little envelope attached to the first haircut page for a lock of hair to go into.

:)Now, the only bad thing, is that there is no doctor page, so, you can't document their height and

weight at each visit in the book... but there is a pocket in the back cover so that if you want to, you

can list them and keep them in the pocket for safe keeping that's my plan.All in all, I love it and

would recommend to anyone!!



The Hello Baby! Baby Book is a much more creative, sophisticated keepsake journal than any I

have ever seen. We received it as a gift at a baby shower and we love it; we know our daughter will

appreciate it when she's old enough to wonder about her first year. The illustrations by Eunice

Moyle are beautiful and original. The book blends pages to record memories, such as baby's first

smile or baby's first tooth, with pages for photos and other keepsake material. It also does not

overwhelm parents with too much to do, important for new, busy, sleep-deprived parents. I highly

recommend it!

I love the cute vintage look of this book. It is just a tad on the small side for holding the memorabilia

that I was looking to include. Ultimately went with another book for that reason only.

I cannot believe how cute this book is. It is kitchy and has personality and room for you to be a little

creative. I personally needed structure with my baby book because if left to my own devices, nothing

would get done and this book provides just that. The illustrations are adorable (the little fox in

pajamas literally made me squeal with delight) and it comes with a growth chart and a little envelope

for the first haircut. I bought it with the companion photo album and they are both outstanding.

It's a cute baby book, but I wish it left more space for 'Baby's Birthday.' What happened that day?

how the baby was born, who came to the hospital...Seems like the most important part and there is

just room for the basics, when? where? baby's weight? Okay book, but like I said, I would prefer to

tell a bit of a story during that timeframe.

This book has darling illustrations. It is detailed, but not obsessively so. Just enough milestones and

fill-in spots for me to keep up with.I wish it had a place for cards. I stuck my baby's most charming

cards into the pocket in the back; they don't fit well.

This baby book is the absolute sweetest. It has a definite vintage feel to it and I love it's simple

format and clean page look. It is very simple to answer the questions and leaves plenty of room. It

also seems to cover everything I needed to mention about my baby.

I absolutely love this item! My baby is a month old, and I've really enjoyed filling it out so far! It has

the perfect amount of info to fill out- not too much for a new mom like me. There are tons of places



for pictures, and I love choosing which ones to put where! However, I wouldn't call it a journal. Other

than the blanks to fill in with text and pictures for major events (first tooth, crawling, waving bye-bye,

walking, etc), there are only one or two pages at the end for other misc. comments or events you

want to record. If you're a big scrapbooker or memento keeper, you might need more space than

this book provides. For me however, this was perfect.
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